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ABSTRACT
ii.

In many applications, x-ray multilayer mirrors are exposed to high peak fluxes of x-rays with
subsequent damage to the mirror. Mirror damage is a particularly severe problem with the use of

' multilayers as cavity optics for short wavelength x-ray lasers. Intense optical and x-ray
radiation, from the x-ray laser plasma amplifier, often damage the muhilayer mirror on time
scales of hundreds of picoseconds. The phenomenon of multilayer mirror damage by pulsed x-
ray emission has been studied using short duration (500 psec) bursts of soft x-rays from a laser
produced gold plasma. The results of the experiments will be compared with some simple
models and the possibility of increasing the damage thresholds of short wavelength multilayer
mirrors will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

One goal of the x-ray laser experiments at the Nova laser facility, is to develop a bright source
of x-rays at a wavelength close to 45_, for use in biological imaging. To boost the output of the
Ni-like Ta x-ray laser (at 44.83/_) 1 we have attempted,lunsuccessfully, to use a norma! incidence
WC/C multilayer mirror to reflect the x-ray laser emission back into me gain mexlmm tor aouote
pass" amplification. Several problems have been identified. The short duration of the gain in
the amplifier means that'in order to benefit from the return pass, the mirror must be 2 cna or less
from the end of the amplifier. At this distance, visible light fluences of up to 5 Jcm 2 and x-ray
fluences of up to 0.24 Jcm -2 have been measured in times of 250 psec, these fluences are high
enough to damage the mirror. The spectrum of the damaging x-rays has been measured 2 and
shown to peak at photon energies between 250 and 500 eV. The source of the x-rays is both line
emission and broad-band continuum from the high-Z Ta plasma ( an estimated fl.uence of 0.03
Jcm-2 is due to the 44.83-_ x-ray laser line.) We have evidence that WC/C mirrors placed 2 cna
from the x-ray laser plasma, damage prior to the build up of x-ray laser gain (- 250 psec after the
start of the experiment) and are therefore not able to reflect the x-ray laser. To predict how long
different multilayer mirrors will survive, we need a more precise knowledge of the damage
thresholds of candidate mirrors.

Ref 2 contains a review of previous work in the field of pulsed x-ray damage to multilayer
mirrors. Most of the experiments described had limited spect_d and temporal resolution, making
them insensitive to changes in the mirror period and peak nHrror reflectivity, quantities that are

, crucial in determining the mirror reflection efficiency fo_ a narrow band source such as an x-ray
laser. Previous experiments to measure the x-ray damage thresholds of W/C and WC/C
multilayer mirrors have used high x-ray photon energies (-1 keV) 3-5and/or long timescale ( 1 -

• 70 nsec) damage pulses 37 to irradiate the mirrors and are not directly applicable to our problem.
As Hockaday pointed out, 3 experiments performed on time scales of over a nsec would see
higher damage thresholds due to heat conduction into the mirror substrate. In our x-ray laser
experiments the time scales are much shorter and heat conduction is ineffective at cooling the
mirrors. Furthermore almost ali previous work used hard (-1 keV) x-rays at near grazing
incidence to probe the mirrors as they damaged, requiring some kind of extrapolation to predict
the performance at normal incidence, a process that is known to be unreliable. 8 Hence for the
work described here and in Ref. 2 we probedthe multilayers at near normal incidence and with
sufficient time a.qdspectral resolution in order to be able to observe any changes in the multilayer

I that would have significance for our x-ray laser experiments.
lr
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EXPERIMENT -.........

To quantify the x-ray damage thresholds Min-o, bold target Probe"
of different mirror materials and to provide u.d,,r to.t I _3eam

a database for comparison with numericalsimulation we perfomled experiments at the
Physics Research Laser (Janus) using short
duration (500 psec) bursts of soft x-rays
from a laser produced plasma as the
damage source. (Fig. 1) Two beams of the
Janus laser were used. The first (probe) To '
beam irradiated a tungsten target with 5 x,,, speedometer

Joules in a 1.3 nsec pulse focused in a 400 v-
I.tm diameter spot, resulting in the ---J
formation of an x-ray emitting plasma at the [
surface of the target. These probe x-rays FIttor

were reflected, at near normal incidence, _ggte_ "off the multilayer mirror under test and utr, '_
analyzed with a time resolved flat field

grating spectrometer. 9 The spectrum
emitted by the W plasma was quasi-
continuous at the resolution (l/D! - 200) of "Heater"13eam

the spectrometer. Hence the reflected
continuuin mapped out the normal
incidence reflection characteristics of the Fig. 1 Diagram of the experimental set-up

multilayer as a function of time and x-ray showing the mirror under test, the gold
wavelength. Measurement of the coated t,'u-get that produced the damaging x-
wavelength of the peak of the reflection rays and the tungsten target that produced
bandpass allowed the period of the the continuum x-rays used to probe the
multilayer to be deto_qninecl while the width mirror. The spectrometer analysed the x-
and shape of th$ bandpass provided rays reflecting off the mirror at fi_,ed angle
information about the stack uniformity, of incidence (I ° off normal). Also shown
Note that the mirror characterization was is the thin aluminized Lexan filter that
both at nomaal incidence and close to the prevented visible light from the gold plasma

wavelength at which the mirror would be striking the mirror.
used in an x-ray laser experinaent.

A second beam (the heater beam) was then used to irradiate a gold target with up to 50 J of 2w
light in a 500 psec pulse, producing a 500 psec duration burst of damaging x-rays. A thin filter
consisting of 250A of Al coated on 1000A of Lexan was placed between the Au plasma and the
mirror, in order to exclude optical light. The multilayer mirror was 11 nam from the Au target to
maximize the x-ray fluence incident on the mirror while allowing space for the filter and passage
of the probe x-rays. The x-ray damage pulse duration and_spectral content were chosen to mimic

the burst of x-rays that was damaging the mirrors in the r_._ experiments. 2
II

Sample data is shown in Fig 2(a) where a WC/C mirror (150 layer pairs with a period of -23A
per layer pair) reflects the W spectrum close to 45/_. Bright areas of exposure indicate
wavelengths that are reflected by the multilayer. The duration of the reflected signal is being set
by the 1.3 nsec probe beam pulse which was fired to characterize the mirror in its undamaged
state. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the effect on the mirror of simultaneously firing the heater beam. The

second beam produced a total of 0.38 Jcm -2 of damaging x-rays in a 500 psec Gaussian pulse,
c,_'ntered at t = 0. The reflected signal changes dramatically, at t = -200 psec, well before the

peak of the heating pulse, and after the mirror has seen an integrated fluence of only 0.07 Jcm -2
of x-rays. The x-ray flux incident on the multilayer was qtmntified using a calibrated diamond

photo-conductive detector. 10

I
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R Ii'.S U L TS

The damage response of many carbon based mirrors that reflected wavelengths close to 45/_,
at nonnal incidence, were measured with the above technique over a wide range of x-ray fluence,
the results were reported in Ref. 2. Fig 3(a) shows the data from a WC/C multilayer subjected to

0.13 Jcm -2 of damaging x-rays in a 500 psec pulse, the lower total fluence leads to damage
occurring later in the pulse compared with Fig 2(b) but after a similar integrated fluence (0.08

Join-2). The movement of the bandpass to longer wavelength is of similar magnitude to that of
Fig 2(a) but occurs at a slower rate due to the lower instantaneous damaging flux.

In both Figs 2(b) and 3(a) we see similar behavior. The mirror bandpass slowly moves to
long wavelength as the stack expands due to the x-ray heating. At the point of failure the
bandpass moves rapidly (in times of 100 to 200 psec) to long wavelength by several 7k, the "
reflectivity of the mirror then decays to zero on a time scale of 150 to 200 psec. The calculated

response of the mirror is shown in Fig 3(b) from the ROMULS 4 hydrodynamic sin'|ulation (to

calculate the perturbation to the multilayer stack) using the XMAS 11 post-processor (solves the
Fresnel Equations to calculate the reflectivity of the perturbed multilayer). The simulation was

performed with a damaging source that was a 500 psec pulse of 0.13 Jcm -2 of x-rays with the
same spectral shape as that used in the experiment. The data and the simt|lation are inconsistent
iraterms of both the early time expansion of the multilayer and the sudden break to long
wavelength just after the peak of the damage pulse. Inspection of the simulation ira detail shows
that the expansion of the stack predicted by the ROMUI_,S calculation is about a factor of two
higher than book values for the expansion coefficients would indicate. The calculations show
that the surface temperature of the mirror is at most 1100°C at the time when the mirror bandpass
jumps to long wavelength. Furthermore the ROMUI_,S calculation shows that the damage to the
mirror is reversible. After the peak of the damage pulse the mirror starts to cool and the position
of the mirror bandpass drifts back to its starting value. The rapid expansion seen in Fig 3(a) is
not reversible as has been seen in experiments with very low fluenccs of x-rays where the

expansion was halted and the mirror cooled txzfore the decay of tlm reflectivity. 2 Itencc the
expansion can be frozen, into the structure of the mirror, implying a phase change of some type.
The fadeout of the reflectivity after t = 2(X) psec in Fig 3(a) is also not reversible, ltence we
conclude from this comparison that the ROMULS simulation is not describing the damage of
carbon based multilayers very weil. Fig. 3(c) is the result of a calculation using a simple model
of the mirror damage naechanisms that will be discussed below.

DISCUSSION

I)ata similar to that shown in Figs 2 and 3 were obtained for, W/C, WRc/C, W(,/(', 3()3
Stainless Steel/C and Cr3C2/C mirrors and the results reported in detail in Ref. 2. "l'hc tna jc_r
conclusions were:

1) A phase change of some kind, probably graphitization of the carbon layer causes the
expansion of the multilayer stack, causing the peak of the mirror bandpass to move to
longer wavelength, at temperatures well below melting.

2) The expansion is depth graded due to the depth profile of absorbed x-rays, causing a

gradient in layer spacing that reduces the peak reflecttvty, and broadens the width of the
bandpass.

3) After expansion to a peak value of- 125% of the initial period, the mirrors layer structure
is destroyed, it was postulated that this was due to inter-diffusion of the metal and
carbon layers, but at very low temperature (-1200°C).

4) Cr3C2/C multilayers had a factor of two higher damage threshold than any of the other
mimors.

5) W/C, WRe/C, and WC/C ali damaged in the same way and at about the same tluencc,
implying that the mirror damage is driven by the C layer.

6) The graphitization and inter-diffusion were both observed to be very rapid.

Considering these conclusions, a new multilayer mirror damage model was constructed to
calculate realistic reflectivities. Initially the code propagates the incident x-ray spectruna into the
test mirror and uses the energy deposition profile to calculate the mirror temperature as a function
of depth and time accounting for thermal conductivity effects. Graphitization of each carbon
layer is accounted for by assuming the maximum expansion of the amorphous carbon is 25% of

-I!
i ,i i , ,
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Note the higher predicted damage threshold for tile annealed mirror. Graphitizing tile (2 layers by
annealing the mirror before its use offers the advantage of a stationary reflectivity bandpass until
interdiffusion occurs. The model also predicts that placing the carbon filtering in contact with the
mirror surface is more beneficial to lowering dae surface temperature of the mirror than filtering
above the surface of the mirror, even in a situation of decreased heat conductivity. Figure 5

shows mirror temperature as a function of depth for a Cr3C2/C mirror with and without a carbon
overcoat.

CONCLUSION

Most promising for robust multilayer optics is the Cr3C2/C mirror due to its factor of 2 higher

damage threshold above the other mirrors tested. 2 3"his higher damage threshold is probably due

to the average higher heat capacity of the Cr3C2/C multilayer mirror (about twice as large as other •
mirrors tested) which keeps the carbon layers cooler, and hence delays the interdiffusion of the
mirror layer pairs. The new multilayer mirror damage model shows good agreement with
damaged mirror data, and predicts reduced mirror damage for carbon heat sink coatings and
annealed mirrors. To test the reliability of the new mirror model predictions, it will lm necessary
to perfon'n more multilayer mirror damage experiments examining the effects of cartxm overcoats
and annealing on x-ray damage to multilayer mirror reflectivity. Cr3C2/C rnirrors and annealed
mirrors are highly attractive low-damage test subjects at our wavelengths, and should be
investigated thoroughly.

We acknowledge the support of the Nova Experiments Group and the staff at the Physics
Research Laser. This work was performed under the auspices of the US. Department of t{nergy
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-FNG-48.
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